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A glimpse at Minnesota’s dairy future

Bozic shares outlook
for 2016, beyond
BY MISSY MUSSMAN
Staff writer

FOLEY, Minn. – After a difficult
year in 2015, farmers are curious what
the future will hold for the dairy industry in 2016 and beyond.
Marin Bozic, an assistant professor
in the department of applied economics
at the University of Minnesota, shared
his projections for the future of Minnesota’s dairy industry during the Midwest Dairy Association’s dairy checkoff meeting on Feb. 3 in Foley, Minn.
Following a milk price basis of
$.73 above Class III milk prices during
July 2015, basis is currently $2 above
Class III prices.
“We’ve recovered a little after the
decline,” Bozic said.
Despite the recovery, Bozic said it
may be a while before farmers see a full
recovery.
“The basis will not recover fully in
the short term,” Bozic said.
The reason behind his prediction
is because Minnesota’s milk used to
go towards exports and was shipped to
neighboring states.
“Our neighbors were in need for
milk, and we filled that need,” Bozic
said. “Our production went up because
of that.”
Since then, the neighboring states’
production has increased, too.
“Now, there’s not as strong of a
need for our fluid milk in other states,
and more of our milk is going to the
cheese plants here,” Bozic said.
Due to the shift in demand for fluid

milk in neighboring states, Minnesota
has increased its cheese capacity by 20
percent.
“We’re in a climate now where we
aren’t milk deficient,” Bozic said. “Essentially, the plants are full. That, combined with our decline in exports, has
caused the drop in the basis price.”
Even though the U.S. milk production and herd size has started to taper
off, Bozic said Minnesota and the Upper Midwest are continuing to grow in
milk production with Minnesota growing by 3.1 percent, Wisconsin at 4.8
percent, Iowa at 2.1 percent, South Dakota by 13 percent and Michigan at 4.9
percent.
On the other hand, the Southwest’s
production growth has been decreasing due to farmers facing more environmental regulations and more forage
cropland has been converted into growing other commodities.
“Our region is doing exceptionally
well in production,” Bozic said. “I see
that trend continuing.”
On a global scale, other countries
have seen tremendous growth in milk
production, including Ireland with 48
percent and the Netherlands with 17
percent.
“That increase has a lot to do with
the removal of the milk quotas,” Bozic
said. “But not all areas in Europe saw
a growth in milk production after the
quotas were removed like Italy who
dropped 7 percent. It seems milk production growth is moving to northern
Europe.”
However, this increase in milk production with plants being at capacity
has already started to cause some issues.
Michigan was dumping milk be-
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Marin Bozic shares his projections for the future of Minnesota’s dairy industry
with a group of farmers on Feb. 3 during the Midwest Dairy Association’s dairy
checkoff meeting in Foley, Minn.
cause processing plants were full, but
they are in the process of putting up a
processing plant.
Even Land O’ Lakes has started to
impose quotas on producers in certain
areas of the country.
“We’re past the surplus processing
capacity era,” Bozic said. “Unless we
can find a market to absorb the milk,
we will see more processors impose
hurdles for production growth on dairy
farms.”
Knowing this, Bozic also looked at

the projected number of farms and the
shape of the industry in the future.
Over the next 15 years, Bozic
predicts the number of dairy farms in
Minnesota to drop from 3,369 farms in
2016 to 1,400 in 2033.
“It doesn’t necessarily mean we’re
going to lose cow numbers and it
doesn’t mean there isn’t opportunity
for growth,” Bozic said. “But I do see
this trend continuing.”
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With the cost of production higher on dairy farmers with 50 cows or less, and
cost of production getting smaller as the herd size increases, Bozic said that will
have an impact on the size of operations projected in the future.
“It’s going to drive dairy economics,” Bozic said. “It doesn’t mean that smaller herd sizes can’t be successful, but if farms are transitioning into the next generation, there will have to be a frank discussion on what kind of farming business the
next generation will need to remain competitive over their lifetime, whatever that
may be.”
Looking at the Margin Protection Program in 2016, close to 60 percent of the
producers enrolled have signed up for the $4 level with less than 5 percent signed
up between $6 and $6.50.
“A lot of producers didn’t get paid last year so the $4 level went up because it’s
not as high of a premium to pay,” Bozic said. “Looking at the forecasted margins,
there may not be many MPP payments this year.”
Despite the milk basis price recovering slowly, the processing plants at capacity and projected farm numbers to decline, there is a positive on the horizon.
“We’re projecting considerable growth in demand for American cheese,”
Bozic said.
With population increases over the next 10 years, Bozic predicts the size of the
cheese market will increase by one billion pounds or more.
“Population will be a big driver in change,” he said.
The sales versus supply growth is also looking positive with the potential for a
conservative outlook of 400 million pounds more milk to be absorbed in the next
10 years.
“It’s looking very optimistic,” Bozic said.
Even with the potential for sales growth and demand for American cheese on
the positive side, Bozic urged farmers to focus on the present.
“The future expectations for the economy are below what we presently have,
which is concerning. That has caused the government to reconsider raising the
interest rates,” Bozic said. “There are still clouds on the horizon yet.”
With the shortage of processing capacity and lower basis prices, Bozic said
farmers need to continue decreasing costs and improving efficiencies on their
farms to be more competitive and stay in the game longer.
But at the same time, he said farmers should stress the importance of expanding processing capacity in their co-ops.
“You’re the owners of the co-ops,” Bozic said. “If you want to want to send
more milk to be processed, talk to upper management. Keep the fire at their feet.”
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